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About the Study

In an era of growing concern over climate change and depletion of natural

resources, researchers have been tirelessly working on finding sustainable

alternatives to traditional industrial processes. One such promising area of study

is the catalytic conversion of non-food biomass into valuable chemicals.

The study, conducted by a team of esteemed scientists at a renowned research

institution, aims to explore the potential of utilizing non-food biomass as a

renewable feedstock for the production of chemicals. By leveraging advanced

catalytic processes, the researchers have made significant progress in

transforming biomass into high-value chemicals that can be used in various

industries.
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The Importance of Non-Food Biomass Conversion

Non-food biomass refers to any plant or plant-based material that is not intended

for human consumption. This includes agricultural residues, forestry waste, and
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dedicated energy crops. Currently, non-food biomass is primarily used for energy

generation, such as in the production of biofuels. However, with the increasing

demand for sustainable chemicals, there is a pressing need to explore alternative

applications for this abundant resource.

By converting non-food biomass into chemicals, we can reduce our reliance on

fossil fuels and minimize the environmental impact associated with traditional

chemical manufacturing processes. This study aims to unlock the immense

potential of non-food biomass as a source of raw materials for the production of

high-performance chemicals.

The Catalytic Conversion Process

The catalytic conversion process involves using specific catalysts to facilitate

chemical reactions that transform biomass into valuable chemicals. These

catalysts act as agents that speed up the reactions and enable the conversion of

biomass in an efficient and controlled manner.

The study explores different catalytic systems and reaction conditions to find the

optimal approach for converting various types of non-food biomass into

chemicals. By understanding the underlying mechanisms and synergistic effects

between the catalyst and biomass, the researchers aim to maximize the yield of

desired chemicals while minimizing unwanted byproducts.

Potential Chemicals Derived from Non-Food Biomass

The study has identified several chemicals that can be derived from non-food

biomass through catalytic conversion. Some of the most notable ones include:

1. Bio-based plastics



Non-food biomass can be used as a feedstock for the production of bio-based

plastics, which are biodegradable and do not contribute to the accumulation of

plastic waste in the environment. These plastics have various applications,

including packaging materials, agricultural films, and consumer products.

2. Platform chemicals

By breaking down non-food biomass into platform chemicals such as glucose,

xylose, and levulinic acid, it becomes possible to produce a wide range of value-

added chemicals. These chemicals serve as building blocks for the synthesis of

pharmaceuticals, polymers, and other high-value products.

3. Biofuels and bioenergy

Although non-food biomass is already being used for biofuel production, the study

aims to optimize the conversion process to enhance the efficiency and yield of

biofuels. Moreover, it explores the potential of using biomass for the generation of

bioenergy, such as in the form of biogas or bioelectricity.

The Road Ahead

The results of this study offer a significant step forward in utilizing non-food

biomass as a sustainable alternative to traditional chemical manufacturing. By

developing efficient catalytic processes, researchers are paving the way for a

greener and more economically viable future.

With further advancements and collaborations between academia, industry, and

policymakers, the potential of non-food biomass conversion can be fully realized,

leading to a more sustainable and circular economy.
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The topic of this thesis is catalytic conversion of

non-food, abundant, and renewable biomass such as cellulose and chitin to

chemicals. In biorefinery, chemical transformation of polymers to valuable

compounds has attracted worldwide interest for building sustainable societies.

First, the current situation of this hot research area has been summarized well

in the general of the thesis, which helps readers to become

familiar with this topic. Next, the author explains high-yielding production of

glucose from cellulose by using an alkali-activated carbon as a catalyst,

resulting in a yield of glucose as high as 88%, which is one of the highest

yields ever reported. The characterization of carbon materials has indicated

that weak acid sites on the catalyst promote the reaction, which is markedly

different from reported catalytic systems that require strong acids. In

addition, the first catalytic transformation of chitin with retention of N-acetyl groups

has been developed. The

combination of mechanocatalytic hydrolysis and thermal solvolysis enables the

production of N-acetylated monomers in

good yields of up to 70%. The catalytic systems demonstrated in this thesis are

unique in the fields of both chemistry and chemical engineering, and their high
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efficiencies can contribute to green and sustainable chemistry in the future.

Meanwhile, mechanistic studies based on characterization, thermodynamics,

kinetics, and model reactions have also been performed to reveal the roles of

catalysts during the reactions. The results will be helpful for readers to

design and develop new catalysts and reaction systems.
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